






Integrates all Locations with Head-office

Using LS Retail NAV, DIL enjoys seamless POS integration with its back-end system. All POS terminals are integrated with the head 
office. Any transaction from any POS is automatically routed to the head office and gathered in a centralized system for 
reconciliation. This eliminates the task of manual data re-entry from POS terminal across multiple systems and spread sheets.

The head office monitors all the stores, discounts and various promotion schemes offered and can block the offers simultaneously at 
all the outlets, if required

Consolidates Financial Data

The integration of all locations has resulted in accurate information and reporting. With the help of the solution, transactions from 
130 odd stores are recorded in a central system.

Simultaneously, a copy of each report is sent to the IT department for records. With automated workflow, the company is able to 
maintain detailed records, high working standards, efficiency and thus, save extensive person-days which results in reduced 
administrative costs.

Ensures Customers’ Satisfaction and Retention with Quick Delivery

Fast and easy POS operations improve customers’ service time and have more control on cash flow. LS Retail NAV provides 
transparency of retail operations, which has a direct impact on sales.

For example, it offers best practices to keep a check on delivery performance of home delivery orders. Based upon time of order and 
dispatch, average delivery time of an order is calculated. With the availability of real time data for analysis, DIL has succeeded in 
reducing delivery time. This enhances customer satisfaction and helps retain them.

Eliminates Manual Processes, Saves Person-hours

Based on customers’ liking, DIL launches new promotion schemes and discounts very frequently, which results in changes in the 
price catalogue. In addition, new products are added every 2-3 months.

With the automatic processes, the task of manually updating changes at each location has been eliminated.

Allows Data Analysis for Enhanced Business Decisions

The centralization of database has enhanced insight into operations.

With comprehensive business intelligence functionality, data is easily reviewed, analyzed and converted to useful information for 
future use.

Employees at all levels of the company get a complete view of the business to support efficient processes and rapid and accurate 
decision making in a fast- paced business environment.

DIL uses 6-7 marketing channels like e-coupons, SMS campaigns, leaflets, e-mails etc. With the centralized channel tracking system DIL uses 6-7 marketing channels like e-coupons, SMS campaigns, leaflets, e-mails etc. With the centralized channel tracking system 
based on scientific data; the company can decide on the most apt, beneficial and efficient marketing channel for customer retention 
and can use it more aggressively.

The solution helps drive higher margins by streamlining order processing and tracking. It also reduces paperwork and optimizes 
efficiency.
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